It is shown that the definition for the volume of stationary black holes advocated in [1] readily generalizes to the case of dilaton gravity in D = 2. The dilaton field is included as part of the measure. A feature observed in D = 3 and 4 has been the impossibility to obtain infinite volume while retaining finite area without encountering some kind of pathology. It is demonstrated that this also holds in D = 2. Consistency with spherically reduced gravity is shown. For the Witten black hole it is found that the area is proportional to the volume.
Introduction
In General Relativity the volume of some region in space depends on how spacetime is sliced into a spatial part and time. This is unsatisfactory insofar as it appears to prohibit a meaningful definition of the volume of black holes (BHs) and thus to quantify the ratio between the entropy as expected naively from quantum field theory -which grows with the volume because entropy is an extensive quantity -and the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy as derived from the laws of BH mechanics -which grows with the area of the BH.
In Ref. [1] M. Parikh has provided a slicing-invariant definition for the volume of stationary black holes. Moreover, he could show that for dimension D = 3 and 4 the volume can never be infinite if the area is finite, which led to interesting possible implications for the BekensteinHawking entropy. It has been pointed out as well that in D > 4 there may be loopholes which, in principle, could allow to circumvent these nogo results. The case D = 2 has not been addressed.
It is the purpose of this work to extend such a discussion to D = 2. A slightly extended version of this paper is available in the arXiv as gr-qc/0509077.
The volume of a 2D black hole
Stationary BHs in D = 2 emerge as classical solutions of 2D dilaton gravity [2] , the action of which is given by 1
The curvature scalar R and covariant derivative ∇ are associated with the Levi-Civitá connection related to the metric g µν , the determinant of which is denoted by g. The dimensionless scalar field X often is called "dilaton field". In the present work semi-positivity will be assumed, X ≥ 0. To avoid confusion it should be noted that in string literature almost exclusively the dilaton field φ defined by X = e −2φ is used instead of X. The dimensionless functions U,Ṽ define the model, which may or may not exhibit BH solutions. The scaling constant λ with length dimension minus one will play no role in the present work. The numerical overall constant N will be kept for the time being. It is useful to define
The additive ambiguity inherent to this definition may be fixed conveniently. Physically it corresponds to the freedom to choose the unit of mass. All classical solutions of Equation (1) yield a line element that may be brought into the following form:
Prime denotes differentiation with respect to r. By inspection, there is always a Killing vector
Up to different notations for signature this coincides with the t − r part of the line element considered in Ref. [1] . Different choices of the function f correspond to different time-slicings. The transformation du = dt + (f − 1/α)dr, dr = exp Q(X)dX puts Equation (3) into Eddington-Finkelstein gauge,
This coincides with the general solution of Equation (1), Eq. (3.24) of [2] (up to minor notational differences; cf. also [3] ). The constant of motion appearing in Equation (4), denoted by M , is related to the ADM mass (whenever this notion makes sense). The function
contains an additive ambiguity which may be fixed, for instance, by defining the ground state solution M = 0 to be Minkowski space or a BPS solution (whenever such solutions exist). The function α(r) in Equation (3) is proportional to (M + w(X)) exp Q(X). Thus, Killing horizons are determined either by zeros of α(r) or by the equation M + w(X) = 0. Henceforth exclusively the line element Equation (4) will be enga(u)ged. The determinant of the spacetime metric has no dependence on the time slicing, −g(X) = exp (Q(X)), and thus analogy to [1] suggests a volume definition of the form V := dr −g(r) = dX exp Q(X). However, one can easily see that such a volume definition would be inappropriate for thermodynamical considerations, which have been a key motivation in [1] : the Euclidean action -and thus also free energy, the partition function and entropy -scale with the dilaton field because the curvature scalar in the action Equation (1) is multiplied by X. Also the Gibbons-Hawking boundary term is multiplied under the integrand by this factor. Therefore, one ought to consider the dilaton field as being part of the measure. Before providing our proposal for the definition of the volume the one for the area is recalled:
Again, the reasoning is the same as above: area, which in 2D gravity actually is zero-dimensional, should scale with the dilaton field in order to be consistent with the Bekenstein-Hawking relation
, where S is the thermodynamical entropy of a 2D BH and A h the area evaluated at the BH horizon. Entropy has been calculated in [4] by simple thermodynamical considerations invoking the first law and also by Wald's Noether charge technique. Translated to our notation the result is 2 S = 4πN X h .
As a consistency check one may consider the Schwarzschild BH (SBH). Because N = 4π is just the volume of the angular part that has been integrated out to obtain Equation (1) and X = r 2 , the normalization in Equation (6) is seen to be correct. For dimensionally reduced models the emergence of the dilaton field in the measure is not surprising. 3 But also from an intrinsically 2D point of view the appearance of the dilaton field in Equation (6) is not unexpected if one keeps in mind that X is essentially the (space-time dependent) inverse Newton coupling. Thus, the volume in 2D dilaton gravity will be defined by
The overall normalization c will be chosen later conveniently. One may absorb c in the integration constant of Equation (2), but we will refrain from doing so and assume the latter already being fixed by selecting a mass scale. For BHs we have to integrate from some lower value to the horizon. Inserting the adapted coordinates Equation (4) establishes
The quantity X h is the dilaton field evaluated at the Killing horizon (defined by M +w(X) = 0), while X 0 is the lowest possible value the dilaton field may take inside the horizon. Typically, X = X 0 will coincide with the locus of a curvature singularity. In many cases X 0 = 0 is valid. For a large class of models exp Q = X −a holds, in particular for the so-called ab-family of models (cf. Ref. [5] and Section 3.3 in [2] ),
Inserting this into the definition yields
and
Note that the last case is very special insofar as neither X 0 = 0 nor X 0 = ∞ yield a finite volume, irrespective of the area. This issue will be addressed in section 3. Let us now study some examples explicitly (always setting X 0 = 0).
2 The normalization N in Equation (1) is divided by 16πGN , which in our convention equals unity. This explains the numerical factor in S = 4πA. 3 For instance, spherically symmetric Einstein gravity in D = 4 leads to a line element ds
Schwarzschild BH First of all the spherically reduced SBH, a = 1/2, will be treated. In this case the dilaton field is essentially the surface area. By adjusting λ in Equation (1) appropriately one may achieve X = r 2 , where r is the surface radius. If c := N/2 = 2π plugging these values into Equation (11) gives
This coincides with the corresponding equation in [1] . It is to be noted that without the dilaton field in the definition Equation (8) it would have been impossible to obtain Equation (13).
Spherically reduced gravity for generic D Integrating out the angular part in the D-dimensional
Einstein-Hilbert action yields a 2D dilaton gravity model which belongs to the ab-family, with a = (D − 3)/(D − 2). Thus, the volume reads
Recalling that the surface radius is related to the dilaton via X = r D−2 and that the properly normalized action implies N = 2π
, the BH area, Eq. Equation (6), is seen to be correct. If one fixes c = N (1 − a) = N/(D − 2), the ratio between volume and area yields
This demonstrates consistency with the result in the original dimension.
Models with U = 0 If a = 0 the volume is V = cX 2 h /2. Therefore the volume scales quadratically with entropy. The most prominent member belonging to this class is the JackiwTeitelboim model [6] , the solutions of which are (A)dS 2 .
Witten BH The Witten BH [7] has a = 1. From Equation (11) and Equation (6) the ratio
remarkably is independent from the dilaton field.
Exact string BH The exact string BH [8] is a solution of 2D string theory apparently valid to all orders in α and a particular counter example to models with exp Q = X −a . Recently a target space action could be constructed which allowed for the first time the derivation of its mass and entropy [9] and enables one to calculate the ratio
with c chosen conveniently. It asymptotes to the one for the Witten BH, Eq. Equation (16), for M 1 and approaches the one for the Jackiw-Teitelboim model, V ∝ A 2 1, for the ground state M → 1. For M 1 volume is always larger than area.
Concluding remarks Conformal transformations are a useful tool, especially in 2D. They do not leave invariant the functions Q and U . Indeed, it is always possible to eliminate the kinetic term in Equation (1) by transforming to a different, conformally related, model. Thus, also the definition of the volume Equation (8) obviously depends on the choice of the conformal frame.
Finite area but infinite volume?
We ask now the question: is it possible to obtain an infinite volume while keeping the area bounded from above? Obviously, for finite values of X h this is impossible. On the other hand, X h → ∞ would blow up the area. Thus, the only candidate is the limit X h → 0. As can be seen from Equation (11) for a < 2 also the volume shrinks to zero. However, for a ≥ 2 the volume diverges. Is it therefore possible in D = 2 to obtain infinite volume with zero area without encountering any pathologies?
The answer is no. To understand this one has to consider the global structure carefully. We will assume henceforth that the asymptotic region is at X = ∞. The lower boundary X 0 will be left unspecified. Again, we restrict ourselves to the ab-family Equation (10) for sake of conciseness and comment on the general case afterwards. The curvature scalar reads [2, 5] 
where c 1 , c 2 are some non-vanishing normalization constants and b = −1. As can be seen from Fig. 6 of [5] for a > 2 what we have considered so far as "asymptotic region", namely X → ∞, is geodesically incomplete, thus becoming a singularity rather than an asymptotic region (at the same time, for b > 1 − a the "inner region" in the corresponding Carter-Penrose diagram has a geodesically complete boundary). Thus, as might have been anticipated, these solutions are pathological, the pathology being the geodesically incomplete "asymptotic region". By the same token also the half line b = −1, a > 2 may be excluded. What remains to be discussed is the limiting case a = 2 (we recall the logarithmic scaling according to Equation (12) (18) is just a constant proportional to M . So we seem to have two counter examples to the claim above. However, the standard definition of singularities in General Relativity invokes not some invariants of the Riemann tensor but rather (in)completeness properties of geodesics. They have been studied exhaustively for the ab-family in Ref. [5] . For both cases the boundary X = ∞ turns out to be incomplete with respect to null and non-null geodesics. Thus, the "asymptotic region" is singular, despite of curvature remaining bounded (in fact, constant). Again a pathology arises.
Actually, similar arguments and inspection of the curvature scalar Equation (18) establish that only the following class of ab-models reveal none of these pathological features: a = 1+b ≤ 1 (Minkowskian ground state models, to which spherically reduced gravity theories belong), a = 1 − b ≤ 1 ((A)dS ground state models, to which the Jackiw-Teitelboim model [6] belongs) and b = 0, a ≤ 1 (Rindler ground state models, to which the Witten BH [7] belongs).
We conclude this section by remarking that the same arguments apply even ifṼ is an arbitrary polynomial as long as exp Q = X −a , because 1. the volume definition Equation (11) is independent fromṼ and 2. for large/small values of X such a model will essentially belong to the ab-family, so the discussion above may be employed with appropriate refinements. With a few exceptions these considerations cover practically all 2D dilaton gravity models of interest, and it may be expected that even for those exceptions (like the exact string BH mentioned above) a similar mechanism exists which renders the volume either finite or the global structure pathological.
Discussion
We have seen that both of the key results of [1] readily generalize to BHs in D = 2: there is an analogous definition of the volume of BHs, Eq. Equation (8) , and it is impossible to encounter an infinite volume in a non-singular manner while keeping the area finite. Just as in D = 3, 4 there is a mechanism that prevents the volume from diverging for bounded values of the area, which may be taken as a further indication that this is a generic property.
Consistency with spherically reduced gravity from any dimension has been shown and a peculiar feature of the Witten BH has been pointed out (which also holds for the exact string BH for large masses): its area is proportional to the volume, with some universal proportionality constant. This may have interesting implications for the interpretation of the BekensteinHawking entropy of this string-inspired BH solution.
Finally, it is suggestive to propose a definition analogous to Equation (8) for higherdimensional scalar-tensor theories in the Jordan frame/string frame. This could help to shed additional light on the issue of whether a stationary BH with finite area might have infinite volume.
